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§O.-Introduction

In this paper, we study some asymptotie aspeets, from a geometrie point of view, of
the positive eigenfunctions of the eombinatorial Laplaeian assoeiated to a homogeneous
tree. The results are inspired by the paper [Sul] of Dennis Sullivan, whieh concerns the
hyperbolic spaces Rn.

Let k be an integer 2:: 3 and X the homogeneous tree of degree k, that is, the unique
simply eonnected simplicial complex of dimension 1 in whieh every vertex belongs to exactly
k edges. X is equipped with the length metric in which every edge is isometrie to the unit
interval [0,1]. The distanee in X between two points x and y is denoted by jx - yj. We
denote by ax the boundary (at infinity) of X, that is, the set of ends of X. Reeall that
the set X U ax has a natural topology whieh makes it a eompact spaee in which X sits as
a dense open subspace.

For each x EX, the vi3ual metric I Ix on ax is defined by the formula

for each ~ and 7] in ax, where L is the length of the eommon path between the geodesic
rays [x, ~[ and [x, 7][. We consider the function j : X X X x (X u aX) -+ R defined by

wi th P being the proj eetion of z on the geodesic segment [x, y] (see Figure 1).

* The second author is also supported by the Max-Plank-Institut f\ir Mathematik
(Bann).
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We have the following formula (which we shall refer to as the "formula for the change
of point of view "):

(0.1) I~ -171; = j(x, y, ~)j(x, y,Tl)I~ - TlI;·
All the measures considered in this paper are non-negative Radon measures. Let

5 denote the set of vertices of X and let d be areal number. A conformal density of
dimension d on ax is a family /-l = (j.J.x)xES of non-trivial measures on 8X which are
absolutely continuous with respect to one another and such that, for every x and y E 5,
we have

We note that a confonnal density is entirely determined by its dimension and its value
at a given vertex, which can be an arbitrary non-trivial measure on ax.

The Laplace operator .6. is defined on the space of functions on S by the formula:

1
!:l/(x) = /(x) - k L /(y)

y-x

for every function / : 5 -+ lR, where the notation y r"V X means that x and y are the two
vertices of the same edge. Given A E lR, a function f : S -+ III is called A-harmonic if it
satisfies .6./ = )../.

We will be mainly interested in positive A-harmomc functions, i.e. A-harmonic
functions 4> such that 4>(x) > 0 for all x E S. It is well-known that positive A-harmonic
functions exist if and only if A ::; Ao, where

Jk=l
Ao = 1 - 2 .

k

(We refer to the papers [Dod] and [MW] for surveys and bibliographical references.)

Here is a fundamental example of a positive A-harmonic function. Fix some real
number d, and points x E S and ~ E 8X. Then the function
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is a positive 'x-harmonie function on 5 (cf. [CP2]), with

(0.2) 1(-d d,x = k 1 - e )(k - 1 - e ).

We shall often refer to the faet that for a given ,x < ,xo, equation (0.2) has two
solutions, d_ < d+, satisfying

(0.3) d_ + d+ = log(k - 1),

and for ,x = 'xo, it has only one solution, d_ = d+ = ! log(k - 1).

Let f-l be a conformal density of dimension d on ax. Consider the total mass function
c/> Jl : 5 ---+ lR, defined by

4>~(x) = f-lx(8X).

By the definition of a eonformal density, we eau write, for every y E 5,

(0.4)

Therefore, c/>Jl is a positive 'x-harmonie function on S, with ,x given again by (0.2).

The plan of the paper is the following:

In seetion 1, we eolleet a few well-known results about spherieal 'x-harmonie funetions
whieh will be used in the rest of the paper.

Let J-1. = (f-lx)xES be a eonformal density of dimension 2:: ! log(k - 1). We show in
seetion 2 that, for eaeh x E 5, the measure f.lx is the weak limit, as n ---+ 00, of the measure

L c/>Jl(y)8y ,

Y:lx-yl=n

suit ably normalized to have total mass rP Jl (x). (Here, 8y is the Dirae measure at y.) Thus,
in particular, a confonnal density of dimension 2:: ! loge k - 1) eau be recovered from its
total mass function.

In seetion 3, we prove a representation theorem for positive 'x-harmonie funetions.
More preeisely, we follow Martin's method (as explained in the paper [Sul]) to prove that
if c/> is a positive 'x-harmonie funetion, then there exists a unique eonformal density f-l of
dimension 2:: t logek - 1) on 8X whose total mass funetion is c/>. We eonclude that the
map I" I---t <p Jl is a bijection from the set of conformal densities of dimension 2:: t loge k - 1)
to the set of positive eigenfunetions of the Laplacian.

Let J.l be now a conformat" densi ty of dimension d wit h d < ! loge k - 1). We know that
its total mass function c/>Jl is a positive 'x-harmonie funetion, and via the representation
theorem above, we have an associated eonformal density J.l+ = (J.l~)XES of dimension
d+ > t loge k - 1). In seetion 4, we study the correspondence fl. I---t 1"+ and we give,
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for eaeh x E S, an explieit formula for J-L~ in terms of J-Lx' We see in partieular that
eaeh measure J1.~ is absolutely continuous with respeet to the log(k - l)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure H x associated with the visual metric Ilx, and we give a formula for the

Radon-Nikodym derivative ~~:. The lnap J-L ~ J-L+ from the set of conformal densities of

dimension < ~ log( k - 1) to the set of conformal densities of dimension > ~ log(k - 1) is
neither surjective nor injective.

Seetion 5 contains different kinds of estimates on the growth of positive '\-harmonie
funetions along geodesic rays. These estimates, for t/J positive ,\ - hannonie, are obtained
in terms of the conformal density of dimension ~ ~ log( k - 1) whose total mass funetion
is rjJ.

All the results, with the exception of those of section 4, are discrete analogs of results
contained in the paper [Sul] of Sullivan which concerns the case of hyperbolie spaeeHn

. The
results of seetion 4 have also an analog for Rn and other rank one Riemannian symmetrie
spaees (ef. [CP3]).

Let UB note finally that, as a general rule, the "infinite negative eurvature" geometry
of trees, refieeted for example in the ultrametrie property of the visual metries on the
boundary, nlakes the proofs simpler than in lHn

. On the other hand, the statements are
often stronger than their analogs for hyperbolic spaces.

§1.-Pre Iiluinaries

We begin by recalling the definition of the spherieal funetions S,.\(n), and we give some
of their elelnentary and basie properties (see for example [Bro], [Gar] and [FN]). Given a
real number '\, it is easy to see that there exists a unique funetion S,.\ :N ~ III such that,
for every x E 5, the funetion y ~ S,.\(lx - yl) is '\-harmonie on S and takes the value
1 at x. Indeed, for a fixed '\, the sequence S,.\ (n) is determined by the order two linear
reeurrenee relation

(1.1 )

with initial eonditions
S,.\(O) = 1 and S,.\(I) = 1 - '\.

For eaeh x E 5 and n E N, let 5(x, n) denote the sphere in X of radius n eentered at
x, and let Wn denote the number of points in S(x, n). We have Wo = 1 and, for all n ~ 1,
W n = k(k - l)n-l.

Proposition 1.1.- Let f : 5 ~ IR be a '\-harmonie funetion. Then:

1
(1.2) L f(y) = f(x)S,.\(n)

W n yES(x,n)
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for every x E Sand n E N.

Proof.-It is clear that the function which to every point at distance n from x associates
the left hand side of equation (1.2) is A-harmonic and takes the value f(x) at x. •

By applying the proposition to the function y t---+ jd(x, y, ~), we obtain:

Corollary 1.2.- Let A and d be real numbers satis/ying equation (0.2). Then:

for every x E S, ~ E ax and n E N. •
Corollary 1.3.- (cf. [Bro], Theorem 1.1) ForA::; AO, we have S,.\(n) > O/or alln EN.•

We shall need the following estimate on spherical functions:

Proposition 1.4.- (cf. [Bro], Theorem 1.1) For A < AO, we have S>.(n) rv Ce- nd- as
n ---+ 00, where C = C(k,..\) > 0 is a constant and d_ ü, as be/ore, the smallest 0/ the two
solutions 0/ equation (0.2). FOT).. = )..0, we have S"\(n) rv Cne- nd where C = C(k) > 0 is
a constant and where d is the unique solution 0/ equation (0.2).

Proof.- S"\(n) satisfies the recurrence equation (1.1), whose associated characteristic equa
tion is:

(1.3)

which is equation (0.2) with ß = e-d •

Therefore, for A < AO, the general solution of (1.1) is of the form

The initial conditions give Cl + C2 = 1 and Cl e-d+ +C2e-d- = 1 - ).., hence

We have e-d+ < 1 - A, using e- d- +e-d+ = (1 - A) k~l' wmch implies C2 > O.

For A = AO, equation (1.3) has one double solution ß = e-d , and the general solution
of (1.1) is of the fonn

Using the initial conditions, we can see as before that the constant C2 is also positive in
trus case, and we have S,.\(n) I'V c2ne-nd as n ---+ 00, which proves the proposition. •
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§2.-Spherical approach to conformal densities

Proposition 2.1.- Let .A ::; Ao, and let d+ be the largest solution 01 equation (0.2). Let
x be a fixed vertex of X and f : X u ax ---+ R a continuous function. For every n E N,
consider the function 9n ;,ax ---+:IR defined by

Then the sequence (gn) converges uniformly to f on ax.
Proof.-By Corollary 1.2, we have

(2.1)

for all ~ E ax, n E N. Therefore,

gn(~) - f(~) = ; () L jd+(x,y,O(J(y) - f(O).
W n ,\ 11,

yES(x,n)

Let us fix now an € > O. The function f is uniformly continuous on the compact set
X U ax. Therefore, we can find an integer K ;::: 0 such that If (y) - f (~) I ::; ~ for every y
in the set

w = {y E S 1 (Y.~)x ;::: K},

where (Y'~)x denotes the Gromov product of the points y and ~ with respect to x, that is,
the length of the common part of the geodesics [x, y] and [x, ~[. We have, by the triangle
inequality:

= ; () L jd+(x,y,~) I f(y)-f(~) I
W n ,\ n

yES(x,n)nW

+ ; () L jd+(x,y,~) I f(y) - f(O I
W n ,\ n

yES(x,n)\ W

< € 1 '"""" 'd+ ( t)- 2w
n
S,\(n) L..J J x,y,~

yES(x,n)nW

+ ;() L jd+(x,y,~)lf(y)-f(~)I·
W n A n

yES(x,n)\ W
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Using equation (2.1), we übtain

which gives

(2.2)

We remark nüw that j(x,y,~)::; e2K - n for all y E S(x,n) \ W, and that

1/(y) - I(~)I ::; 211/1100,

where

11/110:> = sup 1/1·
XuDX

Thus, inequality (2.2) implies

(2.3)

For A < Ao, we have, by Proposition 1.4, S>.(n) I'"V Ce- nd - as n tends to 00, where
C > 0 is some constant and wherc d_ is thc smallest solution of (0.2). Für A = Ao, we
have S>.(n) I'"V Cne- nd+. Therefore, (2.3) shows that there exists an integer N such that,
for all ~ E ax and for all n ~ N, we have

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.

We can now prove the following
•

Theorem 2.2.-Let fl = (flX)XES be a con/ormal den3ity 0/ dimen3ion d on ax) with
d ~ ! log(k - 1). For every vertex x E X and every n E N) define the mea3ure !Ln,x on X
by thc /ormula

(2.4)

where Dy is the Dirac mea3ure at y. Then the sequence (!Lnlx) neN converges weakly to !Lx
in the space 0/ measures on X u ax.
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Proof.-Consider a continuous function ! on X u ax and, for n E N, let gn be the
function on ax defined in Proposition 2.1 (note that d+ = d here). We have, using (0.4),

1
!ln,x(!) = S () L 4>jl(y)f(y)

tun ,\ n
yES(x,n)

= w ; (n) L [ jd(x,y,e)dJ.lx(e)f(y)
n,\ YES(x,n) } ax

= [ w; (n) L jd(x,y,e)f(y)dJ.lx(e)
lax n,\ yES(x,n)

= r gn(~) dJlx(~)
lax

=Jlx(gn).

Now since (gn) converges uniformly to f on ax (Proposition 2.1), we conclude that
Jln,xef) converges to f-lx (f) as n ~ 00. Therefore, the sequence (f-ln,x) converges weakly
tOfLx. -.

V.Je note the following corollary which will be useful in the next section:

Corollary 2.3.-A conformal density of dimension 2:: ~ loge k - 1) is uniquely determined
by its total mass function. •

-§3.-Confornlal representation at infinity of positive A-harlnonic functions

In this section, we show, by following Martin's classical method, that for every positive
'x-harmonie funetion 4> on S, there exists a urnque eonformal density f-l of dimension
2:: t loge k - 1) on ax whose total mass funetion is 4>. The dimension of J1. is equal to the
largest solution of equation (0.2). The uniqueness of f-l will be a eonsequenee of Corollary
2.3.

We shall follow the lines of the proof of the corresponding theorem of Sullivan (The
orem 2.11 of [Sul]), adapted to the discrete setting. For trus purpose, we need to reeall a
few facts from discrete potential theory. For further details, we refer the reader to ([Mey),
chapter 9). From now on, we suppose ,\ ~ Ao.

The transition kernel P : S X S --+ {O, t} is defined by

P( x, y) = ~ if Ix - y I= 1

and P( x, y) = °otherwise.

The A- Green kernel G,\ : S X S --+ [0,00] is defined by
00

G ,\(x, y) = L(1 - A)-n-l pn(x, y),
n=O
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where pO = I is the identity kernel, defined by I(x, y) = 1 if x = y and I(x, y) = 0
otherwise, and where pn is the matrix product, defined by induction on n by the fOITnula

pn+1(X, y) = L pn(x, z)P(z, V).
zES

Let us note that by a result of I(esten (see for example [CP2],§5), we have an explicit
fonnula for ,,\ ::; "\0,

(3.1)

where d+ is, as before, the largest solution of equation (0.2), and

1
a = -------::--

1 -,,\ - e-d+ .

Let us recall also that any kernel I( : S x S -t [O,ooJ acts on the set of positive
functions on S by the fonnula

I( f(x) = L K(x, y)f(y)·
yES

for every f : S -t [0, ooJ.

The function f : S -t III is said to be "\-3uperharmonic if it satisfies tJ.f ~ "\f, 01',

equivalently, f ~ (1 - ,,\)-1 P f, where P f is defined by

Pf(x) = LP(x,y)f(y).
yES

Proposition 3.1.-Let ,,\ ::; "\0. Consider a /unction / : S -t [0,00[. Then, the /ollowing
two properties are equivalent:

(i) f is "\-superharmonic and sati3fies

lim (1 - "\)-"P"f = 0,
"-00

in the sense 0/ pointwi3e convergence.

(ii) There exisis a function 9 : S ----t [0,00[ 3uch that f = G>..g.

Proof.- Suppose that property (i) is satisfied. Let 9 = (1 - :t)f - P /. Since f is
"\-superharmonic, we have 9 2:: 0. On the other hand, the identity

n-1
f = L(1 - Ä)-i-1 pig +(1 - A)-n pnf

i=O
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shows that / = G>.9 sinee, by hypothesis , we have (1 - A) - n pn I ~ 0 as n ~ 00.

Therefore, I satisfies property (ii).

Conversely, suppose that / satisfies property (ii). From the relation I = G>.9,
we deduee I = (1 - A)-1 g + (1- A)-lPI, which implies I 2: (1 - A)- lPI, and / is
A-superharmonic. Furthermore, we ean write

henee (1 - A)-n pn lappears as the n-th remainder of a eonvergent series, and therefore
tends to O. I

Proposition 3.2.-Let A ~ AO, and let I : 5 ~ [O,oo[ be A-8uperharmonic. Then, there
exi8t8 a 3equence 0/ function8 9n : S ~ [O,oo[ 8uch that I = lim G>..9n in the sense 0/
pointwise convergence.

Proof.- Let us fix a basepoint x E 5, and for all n = 0,1,2, ... , let Xn denote the
eharaeteristie funetion of the ball B(x, n) of radius n eentered at x. Consider the sequenee
of funetions In = nun{I, nG>.Xn}. Being the minimum of two A-superhannonie funetions,
In is itself A-superharmonic.

For a given point y E 5, let us take n large enough so that y belongs to the ball
B(x, n). We ean write in this ease:

G>.Xn(Y) = :L G>.(y, z)Xn(z) 2: G>..(y, y) 2: (1 - A)-1.
zES

Therefore, there exists an integer no such that for every n 2: no, we have

whieh ilnplies In(Y) = f(y) for all n large enough. Thus, I is the inereasing limit of (/n).

We prove finally t hat for every n = 0, 1, 2, ... , the fune tion In is of the form G>. 9n, with
gn ;::: O. Ey proposition 3.1, it suffiees to show that we have limi_oo(1 - A)- j pj In = 0
pointwise.

Let us fix the integer n 2: 0. It is easy to see, by induetion, that for every j = 0,1,2, ... ,
we have

Now using Proposition 3.1, we have

.lim (1 - A)-i pi I = .lim (1 - A)-i pinG>..Xn = O.
)-00 )-00
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This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. •
Now we are ready to prove the following

Theorenl 3.3.-Let <p be a positive A.-harmonic function on S. Then there exists a
unique conformal density /1 of dimension ~ t loge k - 1) on ax whose total mass function
is 4>. The dimension of /1 is equal to d+ J the largest solution of equation (0.2).

Proof.- Let x be again a basepoint in S. By Proposition 3.2, there exists a sequence of
functions gn : S ---t [0, oo[ such that the sequence f n = G>.gn converges pointwise to 1>.

For evcry n 2: 0, we define the measurc vn,x on S by

Vn,x = I: G>.(x, z)gn(z)oz,
zES

where Oz denotes the Dirac measure at z.

The total mass of Vn,x is equal to

I:G>.(x,z)gn(z) = G>.9neX) = fn(x).
zES

As fnex) convergcs to 1>(x), the total mass of vn,x is bOlmded, and we can find a
subsequence V nj ,x which converges weakly to a measure /1x on the compact set S u ax.
Let us show now that the support of flx is necessarily contained in ax.

Früm the relation In = G>..gn, we deduce that 9n = e~ - AI)fn. Therefore, für every
z E S, we have

9n j ez) = e~ - AI)f ni ( Z ) .

As ni --+ 00, we have fnjez) -t 4>ez), and

Ern 9njeZ) = Ern (~- A.I)fnjez ) = e~ - AI)1>ez ) = 0.
nj-OO nj-OO

Therefore, for every vertex z E S, we have

The support üf /1x is therefore contained in ax.
We can write
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By (3.1), we have

Therefore, we can write

Letting ni -t 00, we obtain

</>(y) = [ jd+(x,y,z)dpx(z) = [ jd+(x,y,E)dfLx(E).
Jsuax lax

Therefore, the uniquely defined conformal density of dimension d+ which takes the
value fLx at x, has q., as total mass function.

Uniqueness of JL follows from Corollary 2.3. This cOlnpletes the proof of Theorem
3.3. •

Remark. In [CP2], we give a probabilistic interpretation of the conformal density Ji in
terms of the random walk on S with transition probabilities

P",( x, y) = (1 - -\)-1 :~~~P(x, y)

for every x, y E S. More precisely, Px is <jJ(x) times the hitting probability at infinity of
the randorn walk starting at x, with probability' 1.

§4.-0n the correspondence JL I-t f-l+

For each x E S, let 1ix denote the log(k - l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on 8X
associated to the visual metric Ilx, and norrnalized so that 1ix (8X) = 1 . We recall a few
basic properties of 1ix • First, it is the only probability measure on ax which is invariant
by the full isometry group of X fixing the vertex x. From this symmetry property, we see
that all the closed balls of a given radius (for the nlctric I Ix) have the salne 1ix-rnass. In
fact the mass of a closed ball of radius e- n centered at a point in ax is equal to _1_, wherewn
W n is defined, as before, as the number of points on a sphere of radius n in X centered at
a vertex. Let us note also that 1i = (1ix )xES is a conformal density on ax of dimension
logek - 1). This can be deduced from the fact that 1i is the conformal density which is
associated by Theoreln 3.3 to the constant function 1> = 1 (which is O-harmonic).

Proposition 4.1.-Let EE ax and x ES, and let 0:' < loge k - 1). Then the function ho:
on 8X defined by

12



belong~ to LI ('H x ) and satisfies

We shall denote this value 0/ 'Hx(hoJ by In.

Proof.- For each n E N, let En be the set of points 17 E ax such that the projection of
1] on the geodesic ray [x, ~ [ is at distance n from x. The function hn is constant and equal
to eO'n on En. Therefore, 'Hz(hn) is the limit as N tends to 00 of

N

In(N) = L enn'Hx(En).
n=O

We have 'Hx(Eo) = k-,;l. For every n ;::: 1, we note that En = B n \ B n+h where B n is
the closed I Iz-ball of radius e-n centered at ~. Therefore

111
'Hz(En ) = W n - w n+I = k(k - 1)n-I

This gives

1 k-2
k(k-1)n - k(k-1)n'

which converges since a < log(k - 1), with limit In.

Corollary 4.2.- Let m be a mea.HJ.re on ax and 0' < loge k - 1). Then the function

belongs to LI ('Hz).

•

Proof.- This is an immediate consequence of the preceding proposition and Fubini's
theorem. •

Theorem 4.3.-Let /--l = (/--lx )xES be a con/ormal den.sity on ax of dimension d_ <
~ loge k-1), and for each x E 5, let J-lt be the measure on ax which is ab.solutely continuoU3
with re.spect to 'Hx with Radon-Nikodym derivative given by the formula

d/--l~ (~) = 2- r dJ-lz(~l,
d'Hz c Jf1E 8X I~ - 17lz -

where C = I 2d_, u~ing the notations 0/ Proposition 4.1. Note that this /unction is tn
LI ('H x ), by Corollary 4- 2.

Then, J-l+ = (/--lt)zES is a con/ormal density on ax 0/0/ dimension d+ = log(k -1)
d_. Furthermore, J-l+ is the unique con/ormal den.sity 0/ dimension 2:: ! logek - 1) having
the same total mass /unction as J-l.
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Proof.- Let us show first that J-l+ is a conformal density of dimension d+.

For x and y ES, and for every continuous function J on ax, we have:

r J(~)jd+(x, y,~) dfl;(~)
JeE&X

= r f(~)jd+(x,y,~) 2- r dflx(1~~ d1ix(~)
JeE8X C J'1E8X I~ -1]lx -

= 2- r fee) r jd+(x'Y'~)2~J-lx(1]) d1ix(~)
C JeE8X JrJE 8X I~ - 1]lx -

= 2- r fee) r jd++d_~:,~,~)jd_(x'~'1J)dJ-lx(7]) d1ix(~)
C JeE8X JrJE 8X 1~-1]lx -Jd_(x,y,~)Jd_(x,Y,1J)

= 2- r J(~) r jd++d_ (x, y, ~)jd_ ;:' y, 7]) dJ-lx(1]) d1i
x
(~)

C JeE8X J'1E8X le - 1Jly -

(using formula (0.1) of "change of point of view")

= 2- r J(~) r dfLY(~~ jd++d_ (x, y,~) d1ix(e)
c JeE8X JrJE 8X I~ - 1Jly -

(since the conformal density (J-lx) is of dimension d_)

= 2- r J(~) r df.lY(1J~ dHy(~)
C JeE8X J"IE8X le - 1J1; -

(using (0.3) and since H x is conformal of dimension log(k - 1)).

This proves that fl+ is a confonnal density of dimension d+.

NOW, with 4> J.l and cf> J.l+ denoting respectively the total roass functions of the conformal
densities J-l and J-l+ respectively, we have, for every x ES,

1 11 df.lx(~)<P/l+(X) = C 2d_ dH x (1])
rJ e I~ - 1]lx

= 2- r(r dHx(;; ) dJ-lx(~)
C Je JrJ I~ - 1Jlx -

= Je dJ1x(~)

= cf>1l(X)'

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. •
Example.-Let J-l = (J-lx)xES be a conformal density of dimension d = O. In this case, /-Lx
does not depend on x, and the total mass function of f.l is constant. Then, f.l+ = (a7-{x)xEs
where the constant a is the COm1110n mass of the f.lx 'so

Corollary 4.4.-Let v = (Vx)xES be a conformal density of dimension 2:: ! log(k - 1).
Assume that V x is not absolutely continuous with respect to H x for some (or, equivalently,
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fOT all) x ES. Then, there is no conformal density of dimension < ~ loge k -1) having the
same total mass function as v. •

§5.-0n the radial growth of positive "\-harmonie funetions

In trus section, we study the asymptotie growth of a positive "\-harmonie function
along geodesie rays.

Let us first fix some notation. Consider a positive "\-harmonie funetion rP on S. We
denote, as before, by d_ ::; d+ the solutions of equation (0.2). For x E S, 11 E N and
e E ax, we denote by (x, n, e) the point in S situated on the geodesie ray [x, ~[at distance
n from x. Define the exponential growth coefficient of 4> in the direetion e as

gr4>(e) = limsup ~ log rP(x, n, e).
n-oo n

It is clear that gr4>(~) does not depend on x, sinee two geodesie rays anding at e
eventually eoincide.

Proposition 5.1.-There exists a constant C = C(k,"\) > 0 8uch that, fOT all points
x, y E S, we have

where n = Ix - Yl.
Proof.- Proposition 1.1 shows that rP(y) ::; rP(x)wnS).(n). Using proposition, 1.4, we
have wnS,.\(n) ::; Const.end+. This proves the formula. •

Corollary 5.2.-For all ~ E ax, we have -d+ ::; gr4>(~) ~ d+. •
Examples.
1.- Fix Xo E S, do E:IR, eo E ax and take rP(x) = jdo(xo, x, eo). Then, gr4>(e) = -do for
e i= eo and gr4>(eo) = do.
2.- For <j>(x) = S>.(lx - xol) with ,,\ ::; "\0, we have, for every eE ax, grtj>(e) = -d_.

Given the positive "\-harmonie function rP, let P = (Px)xES be the unique conformal
clensity of dimension 2:: t log( k - 1) with total roass function 4>. We recall that P is of
dimension d+. We shall see now how to use f-l to get estimates on the radial growth of 1J.

Theorem 5.3.-Let x E Sand let ebe a point in ax which is not in the support of p.
Then, there exisi C > 0 and N E N ~uch that, for all integers n 2: N,

In particular, we have c4>(e) = -d+.

Proof.- Let us set y = (x, n, e). For each i E N, let Ei be the set of points in ax whose
projection on the geodesie ray [x, e[ is at distance i from x. As eis not in the support of
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J-L, there is an integer N such that every point in the support of J1. is in Ei for some i :::; N.
Therefore,

<jJ(y) = [ jd+(x,y,TJ)d/lx(TJ)lax
= 1 jd+(x,Y,1J)dJ.Lx(1J).

EouE1 u ...uEN

We remark now that j(x, y, TJ) = e2i - n for all "7 E Ei and i :::; n. Therefore we have,
for 811 n ~ N,

N

<jJ(y) = L e(2i-n)d+/l x(Ei )

i=O

= Ce- nd+

•
In the next lemma, we prove a general property of the visual metric Ilx on ax which

will be useful in the proof of the subsequent theorem,

Lemma 5.4.-Let m be a measure on 8X, Then, for m-almost all ~ E 8X, we have

, m(B(~,T))
Inf > 0

O<r<l T1og(k-l) ,

where B (e,r) denotes th e dos ed ball 0f center eand radius T, with respect to the vis'ual
metric I Ix.

Proof.- Let
r . m(B(~,r))

A = {~ E ax such that Inf 1 (k-l) = O},
O<r<l T og

We prove that the m-measure of A is zero.

Let us fix t: > O. For each ~ E A, we can find areal number Te with 0 < re < 1 such
that

m(B(~, re)) :::; t:T~Og(k-l),

We use now the fact that given any two closed balls in the ultrametric space (8X, I Ix),
then either one of them contains the other or they are disjoint. Therefore, we can find a
countable family of points {~i} CA, and associated real numbers {7'i} such that the faInily
of closed balls {B(~i,Ti)} centered at ei and of radii Ti covers A, with these balls heing
two by two disjoint. We deduce that

m(A) :::; L m(B(ei' Ti)) :::; t: L T~og(k-l),
i i

Now froln the definition of the visual metric, we see that we can suppose without lass
of generality that each of the radii Ti is of the fonn e-nj

, with ni E N*, and we recall the
fact that thc 'Hx-measure of a closed ball of radius e- nj is equal to
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1 = 1 = k - 1 e- ni log(k-1) = k - 1r~og(k-1).
k(k - 1)n i -l k k l

Therefore, we have

We conclude that m(A) = 0, and the lemma is proved. •
The measures px being absolutely continuous with respect to one another, they have

the same sets of measure 0. Therefore, we can say that a certain property holds "J-L-almost
everywhere" if it holds J-Lx -almost everywhere for SOlne (or equivalently for all) x E S.

Theorelll 5.5.-There exisiB C > 0 such that, fOT p-almost all eE ax,

4>(x, n,~) ~ Ce- nd- .

In particular, we have grq,(e) ~ -d_ fOT J-L-almost all eE ax.

Proof.-Let ebe an arbitrary point in ax. We set, as before, y = (x, n,~) and we denote ,
for each i E N, by Ai the set of points in 8X whose projection on [x, y[ is at distance i
from x. Let Bi be the closed ball in (8X, I Ix) of radius e-i centered at (. We have
Ai = Bi \ Bi+l for i = 0,1, ... , n - 1 and An = B n. We note also that j(x, y, 77) = e2i - n for
all 77 E Ai. Therefore,

n

= L e(2i-n)d+ I-lx(Ai)
i=O

n-1

- -nd+ '"""' 2id+ ((B') (B')) + nd+ (B)- e L...,; e J-Lx I - J.lx 1+1 e J-lx n'

i=O

Using Abel's summation fOffilula, we obtain

n

4J(y) = e-nd+(J.lx(Bo) + L(e2id+ - e2(i-l)d+)/lx(Bd),
i=l

which implies

(5.1)
n

<jJ(y) ~ e-nd+ L(e2id+-e2(i-l)d+)llx(Bi).
i=1

By Lenuna 5.4, there is a constant Co > °such that, for J.l-ahnost all ~ E ax and all
i E N, we have
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(5.2)

Inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) imply that, for J.l-almost all ~, we have

n

cj>(y) ~ e-nd+ L(e2id+ - e 2(i-l)d+ )Coe-ilog(k-l)

i=l
n

= Coe-nd+(l - e-2d+) L e i(2d+-log(k-l))

i=l

~ Ce- nd+e n (2d+-log(k-l))

= Ce n (d+-log(k-l)),

where C > 0 is some constant. This proves Theorem 5.5 since we have d+-log(k-1) = d_,
by equation (0.3). •

Theorenl 5.6.-Let A be a Borel .sub.set ofax . A.s.sume thai J-Lx(A) > 0 for .some (or,
equivalently, for any) x E S. A.s3ume furthermore that there exi3t.s 30me real number (]"
.such that grcP(~) :::; (]" for all ~ E A. Then, the Hau3dorff dimen3ion of A (with re3pect to
the vi3ual metric3) i.s 2: d+ - a.

Proof.-As befare, the proof relies on the existence of the following representation:

Let E > 0 be a fixed real nuruber. For each N E N, define the set

(5.3) A(N) = {~ E A 11>(x, n,~) :::; en(U+f) \In 2: N}.

Then A is the increasing union of the A(N)'s and therefore we can find an integer N
such that /-lx (A(N)) > O. We fix such an integer N.

Let ~ be an element of A(N), let y be a point on [x, ~[ satisfying Ix - Yl = n 2: N and
let B C A(N) be the closed ball (for the induced metric) of center ~ and radius e- n . For
every 1] E B, we have j(x, y, 1]) = en , which implies

Using (5.3), we have also

Therefore, we have
J.lx( B) :::; e(u+f-d+)n.

Thus, for all ~ E A(N) and for any closed ball B of A(N) of radius r :::; e- N , we have
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(5.4)

Consider now an arbitrary covering of A(N) by closed balls of radii ::; e-N . Using
again the fact that given any two closed balls in ax, either one of them is contained in the
other or they are disjoint, we can extract a countable subcover {Bd of closed balls which
are two by two disjoint. Each of the balls Bi satisfies

(B') < .:-u-t:+d+{lx I _ 1 I ,

where ri is the radius of Bi. Therefore ,we have

o< f-Lx(A(N)) ::; L {lx(Bi) ::; L r;u-t:+d+.
. .
I I

We deduce that the (d+ - er - t)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A(N) is > 0,
which implies that the Hausdorff dimension of A(N) is ~ d+ - er - €. Making € ~ 0, we
conclude that this dimension is ~ d+ - er. Therefore, the Hausorff dimension of A itself is
~ d+ - er, which proves the theorem. •

Corollary 5.7.-We have gT4>(~) ~ -d_ fOT {l-almost alt ~ E ax. •
Proof.- Let er < -d and suppose that there exists a Borel subset A C ax such that
for every ( E A, we have gr4>(~) ::; er. By Theorem 5.6, the Hausdorff dilnension of A is
2:: d+ - er > d+ +d_ = log( k - 1), contradicting the fact that log( k - 1) is the Hausdorff
dimension ofaX. We conclude that gr4>(~) > er for J.l-almost all ( E ax.

Let For every n E N"', let define ern = -d_ - ~, and let E (ern ) be the set of points
~ E ax such that grtj>(() ~ an' For all n, we have J.lx(En ) = O. The set of points satisfying
grtj>(~) < -d_ is the countable union of the E(ern)'s. The proof of the corollary follows.•

Now we use the Fatou-type theorem given in [CPl] for conformal densities of the same
dimension, and the proof of Theorem 5.6, to obtain the following

Theorenl 5.8.- The following JOUT statements are equivalent:

(i) gr4>(~) = -d_ for {l- almost alt ~ E ax.

(ii) gr4>(() ::; -d_ for fl-almost alt ~ E ax.
(iii) For all x E S, the measure J.lx is absolutely continuous with respect to the log( k 
l)-dimensional HausdorJJ mea"ure 'H. x on ax.
(iv) There exists a point x E S such that he measure {lx is absolutely continuous with
respect to the log(k - l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure 'H. x on ax.

Furthermore, if one of these conditions is satisfied, then, for J.l- almost alt ( E ax,
we have
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(5.5)

In particular, there is a constant C = C(k,..\) > 0 such thai, fOT fl-almost all eE ax,
we have

</>(x,n,O ~ C:~: We- nd
-

as n -+ 00. (Note that we already knew thai grq,(~) = -d_ fOT J1.- almost all C by COTollary
5.7).

Proof.- (i) :::;. (ii) is trivial. Let us prove (ii) :::;. (iii).

Assume that grq,(~) ::; -d_ for fi-alrnost all ~ E ax. Let us fix x E S. By the proof
of Theorem 5.6, taking ()' = -d_, we have, for every Borel subset A E ax, Hx(A) > 0 if
fi x ( A) > O. Therefare, fix is absalutely continuous wit h respect to H x . This proves (ii i).

The equivalence (iii) {:} (iv) follows from the definition of a conformal density.

Let us prave finally that (iv) :::;. (i) ancl that (iv) irnples the relation (5.5). We suppose
therefore that there is a point x E S such that the measure fix is absolutely continuous
with respect to 'H.x . Let v be the (unique) conform31 density of dimension d+ such that
V x = 1ix . By symmetry, we have 1>v(x, n, e) = S.\(n) for 311 eE ax. Recal1 now that fi and
v have the same dimension d+. Therefore we can apply to them the Fatou-type theorem of
[CP1], and \ve obtain fonnula (5.5). By Proposition 1.4, we have S.\(n) I"V Ce- nd_ , which
implies grq,(e) = -d_. This proves (i). •
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